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“ATLANTERRA”
A European project to value the history and the mining heritage

The project "ATLANTERRA" has for objective the
development of the mining heritage in the European
Atlantic Area under its industrial, technical, cultural,
social and human aspects.
It groups together 10 partners of 5 countries, United
Kingdom, Ireland, Portugal, Spain and France.
ATLANTERRA facilitates the sharing of the experiences
of animation of the former mining sites, the
preservation, valorisation and the pooling of archives
and of patrimonial documents.
The mining and the industrial activities which are there
connected supported the social, cultural and economic
evolution of all the human societies in Europe since the
dawn of the prehistory.
This direct and intimate relationship is evident in itself to
the names which the European societies have chosen
to look to the first phases of development of the history
of the Man: Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age.
This relationship remained as time goes by until today,
so creating a rich social and cultural assets which
connects together the European peoples.
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“ATLANTERRA”

A European project to value the mining history and heritage
10 partners - the British, Portuguese, Spanish, the Irish and French - participate in the
ATLANTERRA project the objective of which is the development of the mining heritage in the
European Atlantic Area under its industrial, technical, cultural, social and human aspects.
ATLANTERRA facilitates the sharing of the experiences of animation of the former mining sites,
the preservation, the valorisation and the pooling of archives and patrimonial documents.
The Commune de Noyant la Gravoyère in Maine-et-Loire which engaged the valorisation of its
mineral field by creating “la Mine Bleue", only European site offering the possibility of visits at the
bottom of a slate well to 126 meters deep, was elected leader of the project by his partners.
In the stemming from a first seminary which was held in the Conseil Régional des Pays de la Loire
in Nantes, on February 17th and 18th, an agreement was signed between each of the participants
for the project and the Commune de Noyant la Gravoyère on the driving of several projects.

ATLANTERRA, a sharing of the experiences of valorisation of the heritage
The ATLANTERRA project joins during a previous project INTERREG III B Atlantic area "Green
Mines" (http: // greenmines.sigadel.com) which had for general objective to facilitate the
environmental rehabilitation and the sustainable management of natural resources and
socioeconomic activities in zones degraded by the mining activities in the European Atlantic Area.
The current partners of “Green Mines" developed and set up various protective measures,
strategies of management and the specific development policies in each.
With "ATLANTERRA", the expertise and the knowledge acquired this day can be transferred,
exchanged, combined and improved by means of new activities and of experimental actions
specially developed.
The project will be centralized on the activities and the actions which will serve in:
- Develop new methodologies for the management of European regions having mining heritage, by
including the geological, cultural and landscaped heritage in the strategies of preservation and
action plans on the nature and the culture.
- Improve the understanding and the recognition by the public of the role that the European mining
history and the associated heritage played in the development of any European societies, and its
role in the sustainable improvement of a responsible tourism, educational activities, training
throughout the life and throughout the activities of economic regeneration.
- Develop and share new tools for the interpretation of the mining heritage and landscapes, make
sensitive the public and create educational activities and tourism contributing to the implementation
of politics of protection with full knowledge of the facts.
- Pass on the instructions on the preservation and the re-use of the mining heritage to the political
actors and to the local authorities.
- Bring to light and spread the good practices and the positive results of "Green Mines" to the local
actors situated in the other territories endowed with a rich mining history, with a cultural and
geological heritage associated.
The utility of the transnational network will be validated through the organization of workshops and
seminaries.
ATLANTERRA is planned on duration of 3 years and benefits from a European 2 425 723 euro
financing.

Partners
- Commune de Noyant-la-Gravoyère (www.noyantlagravoyere.fr) France
- Geological Survey of Ireland (www.gsi.ie) Ireland
- Castelcomer Discovery Park (www.discoverpark.ie) Ireland
- Copper Coast Geopark (www.coppercoastgeopark.com) Ireland
- Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council (www.blaenau-gwent.gov.uk) Great Britain (Wales)
- Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales (www.rcahmw.gov.uk)
Great Britain (Wales)
- Les Mines de la Brutz (France)
- Laboratorio Nacional de Energia e Geologia (www.lneg.pt) Portugal
- Agencia de Desenvolvimento Regional do ALentejo (www.adral.pt) Portugal
- Instituto Geologico y Minero de España (www.igme.es) Spain

The partnership
The partners make a commitment - through diverse actions and activities - to produce tools,
methodologies and stakes in work such as:
- Develop and help communities to take back in hand and to value their mining history and the
associated heritage;
- Record the living memories (audio / video);
- Facilitate the studies and the research, including adapted equipments and Internet structures;
- Develop twinnings between communities to create sustainable partnerships based on a wide
range of cultural activities connected to the mining history: choirs, arts, sculpture, gastronomic
festivals, common customs (tea at 5 pm in Portugal, St Barbara)
- Map and illustrate the evolution of the mining landscapes in time, include studies of mining
archaeology: documentation and broadcasting thanks to publications, workshops and
conferences;
- Create, adapt and equip the centres which will be of use to archives, to services of genealogy as
well as in Communities, by using the renewable energies
- Scan "Mining Journal", a British publication, which holds the testimonies of numerous companies
connected to the mining and the human migrations between the mining regions of the Atlantic
area.
- Publish and spread widely the manual worker of good practice of "Green Mines";
- Publish and spread the studies on the ecology, the mining housing environments and their
characterization through publications, workshops and conferences;
- Film the mining sites: economic aspects; engineering, social and environmental aspects; impact
and responsibility;
- Creation of geological gardens; paths of geologic time; paths of the climate change during the
history of the earth
- Create a common web site, with thematic contents as the maps of the mining heritage; mining
history links;
- Publish guides / visits presented by miners or local persons under size MP3 / MP4 downloadable
on the web sites of the project and by the partners;
- Develop and create "Geocaches" of the mining heritage establishing a "Green Mines" Geocache
route to promote and support the interregional integration, as well as the activities of leisure
activities in every partner region;
- Develop paths, panels and interpretation material
- Raise the maps of the mining heritage of every partner region (base of common data, legend,
lists of web sites, publications, and links towards the cultural and social commemorative sites in
every sector)
- Traditional models or numerics of machines or mining sites
- TV and video promotion of the miners and their heritage

A lead Partner: Noyant la Gravoyère
Several specific actions were programmed by the Commune de Noyant la Gravoyère within the
framework of this project, in particular:
- The creation of an interpretation trail on the slate heritage
- The implementation of a circle memory on the slate heritage
- Exchanges with the other European partners and the development of common tools of
valorisation of the mining heritage
- The implementation of a contemporary art trail on the mining themes, (realization of frescoes,
sculptures trails, exchanges of artists with the other European partners, the raising awareness
and the support for the contemporary creation)
- The participation in the transnational meetings and the organization of the final colloquium in
Nantes in 2012.
As project’s lead partner, Noyant la Gravoyère will also insure the coordination and the
administrative management of the project.
The Region Pays de la Loire made a commitment to support the project by paying in the
municipality a 67 500-euro subsidy over 3 years. In responsibility for this last one to associate the
other mining sites of Pays de la Loire in this initiative of valorisation of the industrial heritage.

Sites and Partners
France Commune de Noyant-la-Gravoyère. Noyant-la-Gravoyère is a municipality of Maine-etLoire having rich mining past. We extracted the slate and the iron there. The main sites are for the
Slate: La Gâtelière (former Ardoisières Angevines, today "La Mine Bleue") and Misengrain
(exploited at least for the XVIIth century until 1999).
For the iron, it is about the sector of “Le Bois” where we found tracks of extraction of the high
middle Ages. The industrial undertaking concern of the iron developed around the concession of
“Le Bois” from 1874 till 1985.

Aerial view of the site of La Mine Bleue
Ireland Geological Survey of Ireland. GSI is the Irish national geological office of researches (the
equivalent of the French BRGM). It arranges average human beings and technical for the mineral
cartography of the country. It also has an educational approach concerning a scientific and historic
approach of the geological heritage and its exploitation by the Man.

Ireland Castlecomer Discovery Park. It is about a discovery park, settled on an ancient coalmine
in the North of the County of Kilkenny. A small museum redraws the history of this mine. Other
activities developed on this site around the central lake and in the woody zones.

Ireland Copper Coast Geopark. CCG Certified European Geopark by the UNESCO is. Geopark
is a national protected zone including certain number of geological sites of a particular importance,
due to their rarity or their aesthetic aspect. These sites of the heritage of the Earth are a part of an
integrated concept by protection, educational and by sustainable development. That of Copper
Coast is based (as its name indicates it) on the exploitation of the copper coastal resources
(“Copper Coast”)

Wales Blaenau Gwent County Borough Council. Blaenau Gwent is a Welsh regional entity. It
has skill on the heritage and the tourism of its territory. On this one are numerous mining sites of
exploitation, in particular coalmines.
Wales Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales. It is about a
Royal Commission on the ancient and historic monuments of Wales. This commission works on
the inventory of the Welsh monuments, including the mining sites. It also makes of the archaeology
and 3D reconstructions of mining sites today disappeared.

France Les Mines de la Brutz. Settled on the site of the ancient Mine de Fer de la Brutz, to
Teillay in Ile-et-Vilaine, the VPLV Les Mines de la Brutz association undertook in 1994 an
approach of valorisation of the vestiges of this ancient iron mine, closed in 1950. By means of
ancient miners, then of a construction site of insertion, this site resumes life and presents to the
public the mining history of the region.

Portugal Laboratorio Nacional de Energia e Geologia. It is the Portuguese national geologic
research office. It has national skill on the questions connected to the energies, to the geology and
to the exploitation of the basement.
Portugal Agencia de Desenvolvimento Regional do ALentejo. ADRAL is the Agency of
Regional Development of the ALentejo, the region situated in the South of Lisbon. It is a joint-stock
company which intervenes with the local authorities of Alentejo on subjects concerning the
development, the administrative and legal help, as well as Information technologies and
Communications (ITC). The basement of Alentejo is very rich in exploitable minerals such the tin,
the pyrite, the copper, etc.
Spain Instituto Geologico y Minero de España. IGME is the Spanish geological and mining
research office. It has national skills on the questions of geological and mining researches. It
participates in the ATLANTERRA project by means of their office of Galicia (eligible region), rich
mining area where we extracted from some gold, from some iron, from some tin, and especially
from slate, always exploited today.

The European history marked by the mining
The mining and the industrial activities which are connected to it supported the social, cultural and
economic evolution of all the human societies in Europe since the dawn of the prehistory. This
direct and intimate relationship is evident in itself to the names that the European societies chose
give to the first phases of development of the Man history: Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age.
This relationship remained as time goes by until today, so creating a rich social and cultural assets
which connects together the European peoples. In the Atlantic area, the human and technological
migrations connected to the mining were strongly influenced by the research and development of
mineral resources. These migrations continued until the dawn of the XXth century, and were
marked by an inversion of the migratory stream, experimented miners and technological
innovations, Great Britain towards Spain and Portugal, for example, from the beginning the
Industrial revolution in England by 1750.
These human exchanges connected to the mines in the Atlantic area during the millenniums
created indisputably one of the richest cultural links and of the most fundamental between the
populations. ATLANTERRA wishes to create a sustainable relationship between the current
partners and those who will join them to launch actions of valorisation of their history and their
heritage. Valorisation which has to be of use as base to the sustainable social, cultural and
economic regeneration of these territories and as their communities.

